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This delightful collection of more than 50 decorative ribbon projectsâ€•some classic, some

whimsical, some elegantâ€•will prove irresistible for anyone with an interest in craft. With many

sizes, colors and designs to choose from, you can craft a rosette or a bow as a charming addition to

an outfit, a gift box, or even a bouquet of flowers.The projects are grouped into four main chapters:

a beautiful collection of hair accessories and jewelry; some eye-catching gift wrapping ideas and

presentation boxes; a wide range of floral designs; and a wonderful gallery showing additional uses

for your new ribbon creations.Each design features written instructions accompanied by clear

step-by-step illustrations, and absolutely no experience is necessary: you will pick up all the

expertise you need as you progress through the book.
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Love love love this book! Beautiful photography with inspirational ideas that are more than just hair

bows! There are ideas for beautiful packaging, weddings and several fabric flowers. The directions

are easy to understand as well. If you love working with ribbon you will love this book! Highly

recommended!!

This book is beautiful and full of incredible ribbon inspiration! Deanna is brilliant! The photography is

beautiful and Deanna is very thorough in her explanations on how to make her gorgeous ribbon

creations! This book makes me excited to get some ribbon and start creating these lovely projects!

If you want to learn ribbon crafting, this is the book for you. The first part of the book is dedicated to



explain each type of ribbon and what it is best used for. Such great information for any ribbon craft.

In addition to each project having a great photo or two, there is also a tutorial on making the bow

and materials list for each bow. I got the book primarily to make hair bows, but I love the section on

using bows for decorating and wrapping gifts. This book has so many ideas and great inspiration it

is totally worth the purchase!

I really enjoyed this book, primarily because the instructional information is so clear and

easy-to-follow. I consider myself a little "ribbon and bow" challenged, and was easily able to follow

the directions to make some very credible looking bows! I no longer have any little girls in my

household, but everyone wraps packages and can use tips on how to make a prettier presentation

of a gift. Thanks for a great book!

I have already used one of the projects (the double pinwheel bow) for amazing bows on my

Christmas packages. The book is loaded with other bows and flowers I will surely use on hair clips,

shoe clips, and on garments that I sew. Some of the projects can be used as stand-alone gifts, like

the headbands and chain bracelet. The book is beautiful to look at, and instructions are very clear

and easy to follow. I'll be keeping it close at hand!

After getting this book, I sat down on the floor with my ribbon stash and was up until 2 in the

morning making one bow after another! The instructions and drawings are very clear and make it

easy to duplicate the bows in the book. I can't believe I'm making boutique quality hair accessories

myself. Thanks for a great book!

This is a beautiful book. I was pleasantly surprised at the variety of bows I could make. The

illustrations and instructions were easy to follow and understand. I'm not sure what the person who

gave this book one star was looking for but they don't seem to like anything else they get on  either

so that review is mute.

I love the book! I've been making bows for a long time and I still learned a ton. This is great for

beginners or experienced bow makers. I can't wait to try some of the gift wrap ideas!
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